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Did the reporter bother to ask Paule Villard what "important ethics reforms" she "adopted?"  

Obviously not, because Paule didn't pass any ethics reforms, but she excelled at violating the 

ethics codes for the County and the State as often as possible.

Paule also had the chutzpah to say that "the commission cannot be allowed to operate 

outside the law," yet when she was part of a four-Criminal Commissioner majority, no laws 

went unviolated. (See: https://www.votersopinion.com/2022/10/10/the-lies-and-crimes-of-

paule-villard/)

The two employees were arrested for stealing gift cards illegally purchased with ARPA funds 

to illegally fund Paule Villard's 2022 re-election campaign.  It had nothing to do with the former 

mayor, but everything to do with the corrupt City Manager, Arthur "Duke" Sorey, who was 

hired by Paule and her three co-conspirators.

And finally, the City does NOT have the largest reserves in history.  Before Duke Sorey came 

in 2021, the City had nearly $30 million in reserves, but now it's about half that.

The Herald reporter, who refuses to return phone calls, texts, and emails from this blogger 

(unlike previous reporters who were more than happy to discuss NMB politics), has zero 

intellectual curiosity.  She also appears to have an agenda.  I remember when the Miami 

Herald was a premier publication.  Sadly, this is not the case anymore.  Raisa Habersham is 

an adequate reporter, but she's no Aaron Leibowitz or Sarah Blaskey.

The Lies and Crimes of Paule Villard
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Evan over Wanda, uh....Paule, because business experience says a city should be run like a 



business. Working with others is a plus. Can't get all misty eyed over that platitude ethics 

which means different things to different people. And not a whole lot to any of us.
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